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I. Work accomplished under NASA Gmnt 05-010-008. 
1. I h d  done some work on the ref lect ion l a w s  of systems of 
e l l i p t i c  equations across a s t ra ight  l i n e  on which general analyt ic  l i nea r  
boundary conditions a re  given. While working on this grant last summer, 
I extended these results,  i n  the enclosed paper "Reflection L a w s  of 
Systems of Second Order E l l i p t i c  Differential Equations i n  Two Independent 
Variables with Constant Coefficients", t o  ref lect ion across a general 
analyt ic  a rc  on which the solutions sa t i szy  general analytic boundary 
conditions. 
b 
2. As stated i n  the proposal for the grant,  I wanted t o  investigate 
the ref lect ion laws of e l l i p t i c  equations of the form 
k a =constant 
j k 1 ajk< D ~ U  = 0 , 
j+k=2n 
across an  analyt ic  a rc  on which the solution u s a t i s f i e s  n general 
ana ly t ic  boundary conditions and apply the resu l t s  t o  the plane theory 
of anisotropic e l a s t i c i t y .  Under the grant, this investigation was 
successxfully carr ied out for  d i f fe ren t ia l  boundary conditions 02 the same 
order.  
The r e su l t s  were applied to the first and second fundamental boundary 
value problems of the plane theory of anisotropic e l a s t i c i ty .  The 
enclosed paper, "Reflection Laws of High Order E l l i p t i c  Different ia l  
I n  this case, it was shown that  re i lec t ion  reduces t o  quadratures. 
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Equations i n  Two Independent Variables with Constant Coefficients and 
Unequal Characteristics Across Analytic Boundary Conditions", which has 
been 
11. 
with 
submitted fo r  publication, gives the resul ts  of this investigation. 
Work i n  progress. 
1. 
the Culler-Fried on-line computer t o  t r y  to determine ways of 
Under the grant, one research ass i s tan t  and I have been working 
numerically solving non-linear singular in tegra l  equations of the form 
that  was investigated in [a], BPZ,-equations of the  form: 
where z belongs t o  the closed smooth 
value is meant by the integral ,  C(w) 
contour 
is a bounded f'unctional, B, F, 
r and the Cauchy principal 
- 
and N a re  complex-valued functions defined f o r  z on and w is  i n  
some closed convex se t .  We were l ed  t o  an equation of this form when we 
were trying t o  determine the deformation of an e l a s t i c  c i rcular  cylinder 
i n  a two dimensional ideal  f l u id  flow. I hzve a l so  been led t o  another 
non-linear singular integral  equation, as well as systems of non-linear 
singular integral  equations,when trying t o  determine the deformation of a 
c i rcu lar  cylinder i n  an  e lec t r ic  f ie ld .  The existence and uniqueness by 
0 
successive approximations given i n  [ 1 1  depended on I X  I < Lo, x 
being specified i n  terms of Hblder constants and easi ly  determined bound 
constants f o r  B, C, F, N, and I?. There is no assurance that the A. 
of [11 is the best  choice. It is of in te res t  t o  determine the largest  
possible value of A for which we have a solution, a s  A has a 
L 
physical significance in the bydroelastic and the electrostriction 
problems. For the hydroelastic problem, X is proportional to the 
uniform fluid velocity at infinity and for the electrostriction problem, 
X is proportional to the uniform electric field in which the dielectric 
is placed. 
By using the examples of non-linear singular integral equations 
(n.1.s.i.e.) from bydroelasticity and electrostriction, we hope to vary X 
and determine, in a numerically experimental way, whether the bound given 
in [l] is unnecessarily small. 
particularly well suited for this since: 
(1) 
(2) 
In the lgdmelastic and electrostrictive problems, the solution w(z) is 
the conformal msp of the boundary of the undeformed region onto the boundary 
of the deformed region. 
should be the cross section of the distorted cylinder. 
observe this distortion curve as a function of 
strength) by solving the n.1.s.i.e. by successive approximations. 
expected that, as X increases, we shall observe a breakdown, i.e. a 
critical X. This  experimentally determined critical X, if of larger 
value than the prescribed bound of Xo of [l], would be the starting point 
or" further theoretical investigation, e.g., we would try to extract those 
mathematical properties of the kernel arising in the physical problem, 
which would permit convergence for X's larger than those restricted 
in 111, i.e., we would try to formulate an appropriate mathematical 
question viz. what class of non-linear singular integral equations, 
The Culler-Fried on-line computer is 
it accepts very sophisticated instructions and 
it displays the results on an oscilloscope. 
Thus the scope will display the curve which 
We intend to 
X (fluid velocity, field 
It is 
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examples of which a re  the equations a r i s ing  from l@melast ic i ty  and 
e lec t ros t r ic t ion ,  should be studied? 
2. Under the grant I have been working with a second research 
a s s i t a n t  on the reduction 02 t h e  e lec t ros t r ic t ion  problem arising by placing 
a spherical  membrane s h e l l  i n  an e l ec t r i c  f ie ld .  I n  this connection we 
hope t o  use the representations of the solution oi the theory of e l a s t i c  
spherical  she l l s  as deduced by Vekua 121. 
writ ten out a t ranslat ion 09 [2 ]  in to  Gnglish. 
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